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Introduction

Depression is rapidly emerging as one of the major problems of our society. The World
Health Organization predicted that depression would be the world's leading cause of
disability by 2020 (Lopez & Murray, 1998). Depression is often a causal factor in many
chronic conditions such as diabetes, hypertension, and HIV/AIDS, resulting in a higher
cost to the health system (Horvitz-Lennon et al. 2006).
We are noticing a spread of a depression epidemic throughout the whole world.
Usually, an epidemic, such as a swine flue epidemic, has a pathogen associated with it.
But there is no pathogen involved with the depression epidemic. The precise causes of
depression have not been identified yet. Nevertheless, it is clear that a large number of
various biological, psychological and social factors and their interactions are responsible
for the onset of depression (Patel et al. 2007). The interactions, relationships and social
factors play an important role in the onset of depression.
On one side, we have a very unique case of depression in each individual. No two
cases of depression are the same because individuals differ in their background and
previous experiences, in their knowledge, in their thought patterns, in their life
circumstances, and similar. While two different cases of depression may resemble to
some degree, there is a need to approach each patient individually as a unique case.
On the other side, experts are familiar with the fact that certain types of behaviours
are specific for certain patient profiles. For example, a study by Jinich et al. (1998)
showed that over one quarter of gay and bisexual men reported a history of childhood
sexual abuse. Through the collection of personal information and analysis of this
information in a collective manner, we would be able to derive patterns specific to certain
patient profiles. Human efforts are inadequate to carry out this enormous task while
powerful data analysis techniques, such as data mining, are able to collectively analyse
the large amount of patient information.
The solution presented in this paper aims to establish a balance between the two
extremes, namely, the need to approach every case of depression with a fresh method due
to its unique nature, and the need to analyse all information about depression
simultaneously and collectively. This solution involves collection of personal information
from both patients and therapists with help of daily diaries, SQR20 questionnaires and
sensors. The patient information will not only be used for development of personalized
therapies but also merged with the information from other patients for the purpose of
collective data analysis and deriving patterns. The results of this data mining step will be
new knowledge and increased understanding of depression. This information will provide
the evidence on basis of which highly personalized and effective therapies can be
developed. Nevertheless, the development of highly personalized therapies does not only
require knowledge about depression and its treatments, but it also requires clear
understanding of, and insight, into a patient’s case combined with discernment abilities of
the therapist and the wisdom to make right choices. By no means are we at a stage where
data mining programs have replaced humans.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we discuss some major obstacles in
treating depression. Section 3 represents a framework of the integrated system designed
to collect and mine patient’s information. Section 4 illustrates use of the system in
specific scenarios. Significance of the system is discussed in Section 5. The paper is
concluded in Section 6.
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Obstacles in Treating Depression

In this section, we discuss the main obstacles in development of effective treatment
approaches for depression:
• multivariate causes of depression
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variable effect of medications
variable effect of psychotherapies
incompetent therapists
lack of a patient monitoring system outside hospitals

2.1. Multivariate causes of depression
Despite major medical advances, the identification of the factors responsible for the onset
of depression and their interactions still remains unsolved and is therefore a very active
research focus today (Craddock & Jones, 2001). Researchers now converge on the
opinion that depression is caused by a number of interacting biological, psychological
and social factors (Patel et al. 2007). Biological factors include genetics, substance abuse,
brain defects or injury, prenatal damage, poor nutrition, exposure to toxins, etc. Severe
psychological trauma such as emotional, physical, or sexual abuse, loss such as the loss
of a parent, neglect, difficult temperament and similar have been identified as major
psychological factors. There is also clear evidence that social factors including various
family, school and community factors such as death of a family member, a dysfunctional
family life, academic failure, bullying, transitions, exposure to violence etc. may cause
depression in a large number of cases.
As the exact causes of depression are unclear, development of precise treatment
strategies is difficult at this stage. The system we present in this paper will help
systematic data collection and analysis, gain new knowledge with the help of powerful
data mining techniques and provide evidence for the development of efficient and
effective depression treatment therapies.

2.2. Variable effects of medications
A number of medications are on the market but a large body of scientific evidence exists
to show that their effectiveness is variable (Pacher & Kecskemeti, 2004; Check 2004;
Friedman & Leon 2007; Werneke et al. 2006). Specifically, the negative effect on
cardiovascular health is evident (Pacher & Kecskemeti, 2004). Additionally, sexual
dysfunction (Werneke et al. 2006) is another side effect of some of the antidepressants
which, in its turn, may create additional stress and new problems in the life of the patient.
Suicidal thoughts are the most common and dangerous side effect of the antidepressants.
Under certain conditions some of antidepressants even promote suicidal thought rather
than the intended opposite (Check 2004; Friedman & Leon 2007).
The mechanism by which most antidepressants actually function to relieve depression
is not well understood (Schafer 1999). The incomplete understanding of mechanisms
points to the fact that the antidepressants are being developed having a limited set of
factors in mind. This may be a reason why the unwanted side effects of antidepressants
are so frequent and numerous.
Most commonly the antidepressants contain an active ingredient that regulates levels
of neurotransmitters in the brain (Schafer 1999). But what happens in the cases where the
abnormal levels of neurotransmitters in the brain are a consequence of some external
factors, and not the real cause of depression? For example, a patient may develop
depression due to an environmental cause such as relationship breakdown. When a doctor
prescribes antidepressants, the patient may be in the danger of developing life-long
addiction to this medication. The ‘numbing’ effect of medications may prevent the
patient from learning how to deal with life issues by finding short-term solutions in
medications when difficulties arise. In other case, where the neurotransmitter levels get
naturally restored, continued drug intake has the potential to disturb natural levels of
neurotransmitters and to influence the mental health of patients in a negative way. We
currently have no means to detect when this natural restoration in the brain takes place. A
patient may continue taking medication while this, actually, may be the very reason for
the mental instability.
The system we present in this paper will provide the means of systematic and
consistent collection of data regarding patients’ mental wellbeing (with the help of daily
diaries and SQR20 questionnaires) as well as physical wellbeing (with the help of
sensors). This will introduce greater control in the treatment process and enable quick
interventions when needed.
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2.3. Variable effects of psychotherapies
Experts have classified the psychotherapies under two major groups: hedonic and
eudaimonic. Hedonic approaches seek solutions to mental health problems through
encouragement of expression of positive emotions and suppression of negative emotions.
Eudaimonic approaches emphasise that mere control of positive and negative emotions is
not enough in achieving happiness. Eudaimonic approaches are focused on developing
and establishing a meaningful life through cultivating autonomy, competence and
relatedness (Ryan & Deci 2001) and viewing this meaningful life as the source of joy and
happiness.
Lots of current hedonic psychotherapies have failed to provide real solutions. Ryan et
al. (2008) claimed that the focus on maximizing pleasure and avoiding pain, and the
associated prescriptions are dead-end routes to wellness and are often accompanied by
selfishness, materialism and objectified sexuality. The authors warn about the misleading
nature of hedonic thinking.
The principle of cultivating positive emotions as proposed by Fredrickson (2000)
must be viewed and evaluated with hedonic/eudaimonic understanding. If a person
practises relaxation therapies (such as imagery, muscle or mediation exercises) and/or
activities that will increase pleasant activities, but continue with the destructive lifestyle
and habits, the relaxation therapies will not work for a long time. The feel-good
approaches are temporarily solutions, or simply, a kind of solution that deals with
symptoms rather than causes. It is like a weeding process where the roots still remain in
the soil. Moreover, some short-term pleasures can bear long-term negative consequences.
Encouraging pleasure-filled lifestyle to mentally ill people can sometimes have negative
consequences because the patients usually have distorted understanding of the world and
are not able to choose profitable activities for themselves.
Personality affects how we view events and these events, in turn, determine the kind
of emotions we develop (Diener & Lucas, 2000). In the case of negative emotions, the
focus should not be on emotion expression or emotion suppression but on changing the
negative aspect of personality. An approach that focuses on changing the personality
rather than changing the emotions is based on the eudaimonic approach. The ultimate
goal should be to free the person from any kind of medication-dependency and arrive at
the personality where negative emotions will not be developed in the first place, or
developed but positively dealt with. Change of personality, often described by positive
personal transformation, should be the goal of the most mental health therapies.
Psychotherapists need to embrace eudaimonic thinking and focus on the quality of a
person’s life and the processes involved in living well. For example, cognitive
behavioural and interpersonal therapies that focus on finding positive meaning in life,
teaching optimistic view on life, developing healthy lifestyle and habits, encouraging the
personal growth etc. are more profitable than therapies with short-term effects. Seeking a
temporarily relief from negative emotions is not a solution as the core problem with the
personality still remains.
A system developed to collect detailed patient information will help therapists carry
out effective therapies in a more controlled way. The eudaimonic-based therapies require
psychotherapists to closely work with patients on developing healthy lifestyle and habits,
and pursuit of healthy meaning and purpose in life. A computer-based system designed to
closely monitor patients’ wellbeing can assist in achieving this goal.

2.4. Incompetent therapists
Some evidence suggests that a large number of therapists experience mental health
problems and are, consequently, not providing their patients with adequate services
(Deutsch 1985, Quattrochi-Tubin et al. 1982, Farber 1990).
A very frequent phenomena among psychotherapists is ‘burnout’. One of the most
prevalent types are the therapists who have lost interest in their work as a result of the
burnout (Farber 1990). If these therapists continue to work with patients, it is quite likely
that their patients will not receive the best treatments. If therapists do not have enough
time and energy to invest in their patients, they may often seek easy solutions such as
prescription of medications in the situations where cognitive behavioural therapies would
be more profitable. Prescription of medications is often the easiest option for a therapist,
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but may not be the best possible treatment option for a patient.
Burnout of psychotherapists is a situations in which both parties loose: the patient is
not receiving desirable treatment and the therapist is in danger of developing mental
health problems her/himself. Quattrochi-Tubin et al. (1982) examine mental health of
counsellors and service workers, and report that the higher levels of burnout are related
with greater job dissatisfaction, greater use of alcohol and prescription drugs and higher
illness rates among psychotehrapists.
A study by (Deutsch 1985) showed that a large number of psychotherapist suffer from
mental problems themselves. The study involved therapists from mental health centres,
psychiatric hospitals, university counselling centres, and similar. The results of this study
showed that half of the therapists experienced relationship difficulties and depression
themselves, and significant proportion of them were in a therapy. Additionally, large
proportion of the therapists was ill and missed work days during the preceding six
months. These are quite concerning facts. Is there a place for such a paradox in our
society where depression is becoming the leading case of disability (Lopez & Murray,
1998)? Are the people who are suffering depression themselves eligible to guide others in
overcoming depression? Is it possible for the people who are feeling depressed to speak
enthusiasm into the lives of others? These are quite important questions, and it is our duty
to address them appropriately for the sake of patients and our society.
The system we propose will not only document patient’s state but also therapist’s
mental health, her/his responses and interaction with the patient. This will provide
evidence that will help a third party, such as a committee of experts, evaluate therapist’s
actions and performance. This feedback will be used to encourage therapist towards
better performance or, in cases where mental health of the therapist is at risk, the therapist
will be replaced. This feedback loop will benefit both parties: patients, as they will
receive better care, as well as the therapists, as they will be challenged to achieve greater
success or saved from greater damage to their mental health.
In conclusion, the computer system will be designed to collect evidence with the
purpose of not only serving one particular subclass of a community, such as serving only
therapists, but serving wider community members including patients, researchers and
general public with the goal of benefiting the whole society.

2.5. Lack of effective patient monitoring and quality interaction with the
patient outside the hospital
A step-functional quantum drop in the care of patients is evident once patients leave
hospitals. Patients usually receive maximum (24 hours per day) support and care in the
hospitals. When they leave the hospital, they are left on their own. The monitoring is then
limited to the scheduled appointments with regular intervals varying from 1 week to 1
month apart. Due to the lack of efficient monitoring, support and care outside the
hospitals, the patient frequently returns to the hospital. The associated stigma often
causes loss of self-esteem in majority of patients, damages their wellbeing and makes
their condition even worse (Link et al. 2001). Additionally, the treatment cost increases
and additional pressure is placed on the mental health budget. It is important to monitor
patients once they leave hospitals, and the system described in this paper will help us
achieve this goal.
Secondly, we notice a problem of patients who behave normally in a hospital but once
found in real-life circumstances, they may start exhibiting unusual behaviors. To be able
to provide a complete overview on progress of patients, it is required to design a patient
monitoring system that can be used outside the hospitals and can be easily integrated
within the real-life environment of patients.
Third problem is that most of the patients seek help only when depression reaches a
well-advanced stage. We are often missing data from the early onset of depression. This
kind of data may be crucial in providing a better insight in the causes of depression.
Medical practitioners, such as general practitioners, may be able to detect first signs of
depression in patients and suggest use of a patient monitoring system. By putting a
patient monitoring system in place, we will be able to obtain data from the early onset of
depression.
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3

Monitoring System to Assist the Treatment

Various methods and approaches have been used to collect and analyze mental health
data and derive collective knowledge. Statistical analysis such as, principal components
analysis (McHorney et al. 1993), multivariate analysis (Cooper-Patrick et al. 1994) and
meta-analysis of related literature (DiMatteo et al. 2000) have been able to generate some
preliminary knowledge. Nevertheless, statistical analysis are increasingly being replaced
by data mining due to automation, greater scalability and reliability, and cost and time
efficiency of data mining techniques. A study of 667,000 patients using HealthMiner has
illustrated the importance of data mining techniques in revealing novel clinical disease
associations (Mullins et al. 2006). A limited number of studies have reported application
of data mining techniques within mental health domain. These studies mainly focus on a
specific aspect of this complex domain. For example, Bayesian neural networks have
been used to measure safety of antipsychotic drugs (Coulter et al. 2001). A study by
Soini et al. (2008) have applied a greedy Bayesian algorithm to predict forensic
admission among the mentally ill.
In this paper we propose a system that will systematically collect patient data and
analyze them with the help of data mining algorithms with the purpose of improving
patient treatment. To the best of our knowledge, such system does not exist yet. The
system has three clear components (see Figure 1):
(1) patient monitoring systems that involves collecting patients’ data in the form of
daily diaries and SQR 20 questionnaires as well as the sensor data which measure bodily
activities in patients.
(2) therapist monitoring system collects the data describing interaction between
therapists and patients. Additionally, SQR 20 questionnaires are used to collect
therapists’ mental health data.
(3) knowledge deriving system analyses the collected data and derives interesting
patterns from them.

Fig 1. The integrated data collection and data mining system. The system has three
components: therapist monitoring system, patient monitoring system and knowledge
deriving system.
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3.1 Patient monitoring systems
The patient monitoring system collects three types of data concerning mental wellbeing
of patients.
The first type includes daily diaries which have forms of tables and are stored as
relational data. Various activities a patient engages in herself/himself during the day are
represented as attributes in the tables. The patient enters the time during which this
specific activity was carried out. The entered time represents the value of this attribute for
that specific day.
The second type of data includes online SRQ20 questionnaire (Harpham et al. 2003)
filled in weekly by the patients. This questionnaire consists of 20 questions and has been
specifically designed to evaluate mental health. Each question represents an attribute and
the patient’s answer determines the value of this attribute for that specific week.
The third type of data involves sensor networks which provide a way for active and
continuous monitoring of physical functions in patients. The physical functions are often
related to mental functions, and sensor data can serve as objective inputs, especially in
the cases where self-reports of patients cannot be trusted. Sensors collect patient data and
monitor patients’ bodily functions, and include devices such as Continuous Glucose
Monitoring Systems (CGMS), heart rate sensor, respiration sensor, and similar.
Additionally, brain activity can be regularly measured with the help of practitioners.
Electro EncephaloGraphy (EEG) can be used for this purpose. For the sensor data, there
is a set of predefined attributes for which the sensors provide values for a particular
patient (instance). As such, the raw sensor data are in relational table format where for
each attribute considered as important, a value is recorded which forms part of a single
instance that is associated with a predetermined time fragment of the day.
The daily diaries, SQR20 and sensor data are streamed to a dedicated database to be
further used by therapists and scientists. The Committee of Experts, who will evaluate
performance of therapists and progress of patients, will also have access to this data.

3.2 Therapist monitoring system
Due to the high levels of burnout among psychotherapists and the large number of
psychotherapists with mental health problems, it is increasingly becoming important to
introduce greater control over treatment processes. This is not only important from
patients who are in risk of receiving compromised care, but also for therapists who may
be in danger of developing serious mental health problems. Committee of Experts will
oversee and evaluate the performance of each therapist, her/his mental health and the
progress of patients under her/his care.
The therapist monitoring system collects two types of data.
The first type of data is of the form of an Electronic Health Record (EHR). The
therapist notes her/his interaction with the patient, prescribed treatment, progress of the
treatment, and similar. These data have a combined relational/semi-structured (XML)
form. The relational data come from the part of EHR where therapist needs to assign
values to certain attributes, such as assigning certain age to the ‘patients’ age’ attribute.
Semi-structured data originates from the fields in EHR where therapists need to enter
specific notes. The therapists’ notes (unstructured text) will be structured under a specific
XML tag referring to a specific topic.
The second type of data includes online SRQ20 questionnaire (Harpham et al. 2003)
filled in weekly by the therapists. This questionnaire consists of 20 questions and has
been specifically designed to evaluate mental health. Each question represents an
attribute and the therapists’s answer determines the value of this attribute for that specific
week.
Both the EHR and SRQ20 data are streamed to a dedicated database to be accessed by
the Committee of Experts and scientists, and used in further evaluation and analysis.

3.3 Knowledge deriving system
Mining relational data can discover some novel and interesting patterns, but may be
limited in the sense that it is not integrated with existing knowledge of the domain, or
does not express the discovered knowledge in a meaningful and ready to use way. In
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other words, the patterns discovered from such data will need lots of validation and
classification of the found results to be able to incorporate it with existing knowledge or
expectations of the domain. We are therefore using a template that allows one to
represent the available data in a more meaningful and organized way in order to perform
integrated and complementary analysis of the data. We choose to use an XML based
template as it enables one to represent domain information in a more meaningful and
specialized way.
Therefore the main data mining process will occur using the techniques capable of
mining tree-structured documents such as XML, whereas the techniques for relational
data will be mainly used for pre-processing purposes where the aim is to integrate the
related data and add useful information to appropriate place in the XML template. In
other words, the raw data will be mined with the main purpose of preparing the
instance(s) in XML format so that we mine the collective information in a much more
meaningful and guided way. Having the integration of all the information together in one
template will allow one to detect interesting associations, not just within one specific
case, but across different cases, and thereby have the potential to substantially extend the
current body of knowledge. Furthermore, it may already be the case that the
complementary information resides in an organization in both relational and semistructured form such as XML. Combining this information into a single source will
enrich the information content, which will potentially lead to the discovery of more
useful knowledge patterns. Some preliminaries studies presented in (Pan et al. 2008),
have demonstrated the usefulness of conjointly mining of XML and relational data
sources which leads to the discovery of knowledge patterns that could not have been
attained if each of the sources was mined separately.
Another advantage of presenting the information in XML is that it will be easier for
the domain expert to analyse. While interesting patterns can be extracted from the raw
data, placing these patterns in the predefined XML template will allow for a better post
analysis of the patterns. It will allow one to associate the discovered patterns with the
domain knowledge.
3.3.1 Data pre-processing
Common pre-processing for data mining will take place where we will convert the raw
data into predefined categories that exist in the XML template. The pre-processing will
first occur at the large set of data that is collected and analysed to discover common
knowledge model(s), outlying behaviour etc. The aim is to automate this process as much
as possible so that future data is automatically processed into suitable format to be
integrated into the pre-defined XML template.
In the pre-processing stage of the data, common techniques such as normalization,
discretization, handling of missing values, anomaly detection, and attribute relevance
analysis will take place. The normalization and discretization of attribute values is a
common pre-processing step, to either make the data suitable for a data mining method
used, and/or to make the found generalizations more comprehensible and easier to
analyse. The normalization will be performed on any numerical or continuous attribute
values, using the min-max normalization method. This method preserves all relationships
of the data values exactly. Normalization will be a pre-requisite for the application of a
neural network based technique for clustering discussed later in Section 3.3.2. For the
application of association rule mining techniques (also discussed in the next section) the
continuous attributes will be discretized to ensure that some associations can be formed
from such attributes. Attributes with many unique values may not appear as a part of a
detected association. Their occurrence is unlikely to satisfy the minimum occurrence
(support) threshold used within the general association rule mining framework. By
assigning the specific values to a group, the likelihood of a group being frequent
increases, and hence the continuous attributes are more likely to become a part of an
association rule. Furthermore, the rules with discretized values are usually shorter and
easier to comprehend and can lead to improved predictive accuracy (Liu et al. 2002).
Since in our pre-processing phase the attribute relevance analysis is dealt with separately
from discretization (as explained later in this section), we will use the entropy MLDP
(minimum description length principle) measure. It was empirically suggested in (Liu et
al. 2002) that this measure is generally the first to consider for discretization purposes.
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Missing values may occur when the value for a specific attribute was not collected, or
it has been determined to be anomalous, or there was some interference, or error that does
not allow us to have certain value for this specific attribute. Also, it may well be possible
that there are attributes for which the patient does not want us to collect information
because s/he regards it as a violation to her/his privacy. All these factors may contribute
to the fact that some attributes may not have values for certain instances. We will use an
inference based technique that will fill in missing values based on the most probable
value as indicated by the knowledge model learned from the analysed data. A knowledge
model will generally represent a set of rules whether in a decision tree fashion or as
association rules. The attribute values of the record with a missing value will be matched
against the available rules to find the closest rule that describes that particular instance.
The value of the attribute that is missing from the record is then set to be the value of the
attribute as indicated by the rule. Hence, the approach we use has a combination of the
characteristics from the k-nearest neighbour technique for missing value imputation
(Batista & Monard 2003) and general inference based techniques (Han & Kamber 2006).
The difference is that we will neither have to search through the whole datasets as is the
case when k-nearest neighbor approach is adopted, nor will we build knowledge models
to predict the values for each of the attributes that have missing values in the dataset.
Rather we will use the the data mining techniques for association rule mining in general
context. The record (or groups of records with similar characteristics) with a missing
attribute value will be matched against the association rules with the aim to find a rule
that most specifically describes the instance. This rule may indicate the association
between the missing attribute value and the remaining characteristics of the record, based
on which the missing value is filled in. However, it may be possible that the attribute for
which the record has a missing value does not appear in the association rule that most
specifically describes that particular record. In this case, we will investigate the value of
the attribute in the records whose characteristics are also captured by that rule, and assign
the most probable value.
It is important to note here, that this method for missing value imputation will be
applied in collective studies, i.e. taking the information about each patient as one instance
or record and studying the characteristics of the patients as a whole. However, in cases
where we want to analyze the change in behavior of patients over time, care needs to be
taken not to bias the missing value imputation toward the overall trend of the population
under study. In fact, before the general analysis takes place we may also generalize the
characteristics of a single patient before using its case as a record in the database
reflecting the whole. In these cases, we will need to consider whether the missing value is
available in one of the other recorded instances (i.e. sensor data or SQR questionnaires)
for that single patient. The importance of this has been demonstrated by a study presented
in (Engels & Diehr 2003) which has evaluated a few methods for the imputation of
missing longitudinal data. It was shown that methods which do not consider information
specific to a particular person will have worse performance. They suggest several
strategies based on whether there are record(s) within the longitudinal data before and
after the record(s) with missing values. In such cases, we will also adopt a more
statistically based approach based on the distributions of singular patients’ values.
Measures such as last & next, row mean and row median as suggested in (Engels & Diehr
2003), will be used to fill missing values in patients’ longitudinal data.
The first strategy that will be employed for anomaly detection is to incorporate
domain knowledge in form of rules, and to detect any records that do no conform to those
set of rules. We will use stand-alone rule optimization technique (Hadzic & Dillon 2008)
that takes any rules as input and uses new data to refine and adapt the rules according to
future cases. With these characteristics, the method can also be used to detect any records
that are contradictory to the initial rule set supplied by the end-user. The method will
automatically detect any records that do not conform to the rule such as records from
daily diaries where the hours spend on all activities exceed 24 hours. The degree of the
deviation from the general rule(s) can be indicated and the exact point of contradiction
indicated. This enables the detection of anomalous records and will enable for automatic
fixing of data.
In many situations, the set of rules may not be known according to which all
anomalies would be detected. Furthermore, the errors that can be found in data are
unpredictable and often change with time. Hence it is highly unlikely that all the rules can
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be incorporated into an anomaly detection technique so that all anomalies in data are
detected, as we only have incomplete knowledge about every entity in the real world.
These types of anomalies are the most difficult to find and even more complicated to
correct because there are no rules (or constraints) which are violated by the records.
Hence, we need an additional verification technique to detect any remaining anomalies in
the datasets.
A data object that deviates from the norm is referred to as an outlier. Outliers in the
dataset often correspond to a small percentage of the records. One would hope that
inaccurate entries also correspond to a small percentage of records and that they
sufficiently deviate from the norm so that they can be revealed as being anomalous. To
find these hard to detect anomalies we will make use outlier detection strategy presented
in (Hadzic et al. 2007). It is a clustering method that automatically learns the norm of
behavior from the presented dataset, and detects any records that do not conform to this
norm as outliers (i.e. potential anomalies). In some cases the learned rules of the norm
could also cover only a small subset of data which indicates that the data objects covered
by those rules are suspected of being outliers. By comparing the detected outlying
instances or rules with the model exhibiting normal behavior, the method enables one to
more confidently distinguish anomalies from true exceptions. For example, if we have a
group of 10 depressive patients of a specific depression type and we have 20 attributes of
identical values among those patients, then a patient who suffers from the same
depression type and shows only 8 out of 20 attributes with identical values, can represent
a true exceptional case. Outliers are detected elegantly by forming abstractions of
common behavior and thereby easily isolating uncommon behavior.
The degree to which a data object is considered as outlying can be measured using a
distance measure between the data object and rule(s) exhibiting normal behavior. The
number of attributes in which they differ and the degree of difference in attribute value(s)
is taken into consideration. Hence, a user can provide a parameter to the method to
indicate the degree of allowed deviation from the norm before an object is considered as
outlying, i.e. a potential anomaly. Once any outlying data objects are extracted, we can
analyse the specific attributes in which their values are different to verify whether the
instance is anomalous, and if so, to correct the instance at this point. In our example of a
depressive patient who differs from a group of 10 depressive patients in values of 12
different attributes, the values of the 12 attributes need to be critically evaluated. This
needs to be done in consultation with a domain expert rather than just discarding the
anomalous records.
In attribute relevance analysis, the aim is to identify the most prominent attributes
that can represent the mental health situation or state of a patient. While there will be lots
of aspects collected from the data, in some specific application aims, not all of them will
be relevant. For example, when evaluating effect of television on mental health of
patients, attributes such as patients’ ‘name’, ‘address’, ‘height’ are irrelevant. To measure
the attribute relevance with respect to some aspect being monitored or learned about, we
will be using the Zhou and Dillon’s Symmetrical Tau attribute relevance measure (Zhou
& Dillon 1991). The Symmetrical Tau is based on the measure of association from the
statistics area, and allows one to measure the capability of a set of attributes or their
Boolean combinations in predicting the class or value of another attribute (or sets of
attributes). It will be used in 2 ways: (a) the set of relevant attributes will be identified
prior to the application of data mining and pattern recognition, and (b) the learned
knowledge model will be further improved by removing attributes with no predictive
capability for a specific rule. The first approach will disallow the interference of
irrelevant attributes in the learning process, which will result in better application of data
mining and pattern recognition. The learned knowledge model will be more accurate and
specialized toward the aim or the behaviour being monitored. The second approach will
further refine this knowledge model by simplifying the rules that indicate particular
causes of the behaviour being monitored. For example, in this way we may be able to
find causes of insomnia which is a frequent phenomenon in patients who suffer from
depression. Overall, by using these strategies the generalization capability of the
knowledge model will be increased and it will be more reliable as the means for
predicting future alarming situations.
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3.3.2 Data mining
Clustering techniques can be used to group common instances together and assign
virtual labels allowing us to place these kinds of instances in the specific place in the
XML template or link them to an already identified case. In this setting there is not a
class to be predicted but rather the aim is to group the data objects (patients) with similar
characteristics together and/or to find associations between the data objects. For example,
as there exists some evidence for relationship between depression and Internet addiction
(Young & Rogers 1998), we may want to group patients who spend a great amount of
time on Internet.
For this problem we will use the unsupervised BRAINNE method proposed in (Sestito
& Dillon 1994) that extracts symbolic rules from a trained Self-Organizing Map (SOM)
which is one of the most popular clustering techniques. SOM is an unsupervised neural
network that effectively creates spatially organized “internal representations” of the
features and abstractions detected in the input space. SOM groups frequently occurring
data object characteristics together in the form of clusters. A number of learning
parameters determine the type of abstractions that will be learned and the types of
clusters formed. The parameters can be adjusted in such a way so that the clusters formed
from the data objects can be either very specific or general. In our example of people who
spend significant amount of time on Internet, we can make some specific clusters within
this group such as people (1) whose work requires spending significant amount of time
on Internet, (2) who enjoy social networks, (3) who are addicted to computer games, (4)
who are addicted to cyber sex, etc. Establishing more specific clusters will help gain
precise insight into relationships between a specific activity and mental health. The
reason for choosing to use the BRAINNE method for clustering purposes, as opposed to
other clustering techniques, is because the data from the domain under study is expected
to be noisy by nature. BRAINNE is a neural network based technique, and neural
networks are known to perform better in noisy environments in comparison with other
machine learning techniques. In addition, neural networks effectively handle numerical
attributes and can be used when little is known about the attributes and their relationships
(Han & Kamber 2006). Furthermore, BRAINNE will automatically form clusters based
on the distribution of data object characteristics, as opposed to pre-specifying the number
of clusters to be formed, as is the case in many partitioning methods, such as k-modes
(Huang 1998, Chaturvedi et al. 2001). This is a crucial property as one cannot predict the
number of groups in this domain where the distribution of characteristics is governed by
the complex human nature. Last but not least, the BRAINNE method has been
demonstrated to be very effective in terms of accuracy, coverage rate and generalization
power (Sestitto & Dillon 1994). The acquired knowledge is represented in symbolic
form, which allows for further analysis to confirm and extend the current body of
knowledge when applicable.
Clustering techniques are also useful for outlier detection purposes. It was mentioned
earlier that we aim to use outlier detection and analysis technique (Hadzic et al. 2007) for
removal of anomalies from the data. The method is capable of distinguishing anomalies
from true exceptional cases from the domain. Hence, in our case, the detection of outliers
is not only important for cleaning of anomalous data, but is also useful in revealing those
rare cases and the types of patients that do not fit any expected model of behaviour.
These rare cases often contain relationships and patterns that have not been identified
before, because they did not occur in enough examined cases to be considered as an
extension to the current body of knowledge. Hence if the outliers are detected and
verified to be correct reflections of the real world situation, the relationships/patterns
contained in those outlying objects are of crucial importance to the domain. Within the
method described in (Hadzic et al. 2007) it was necessary to enable a detailed
comparison of the characteristics of the different groups detected by the clustering
method. This was done for outlier analysis purposes while it has a wider importance in
the proposed system, as will be discussed in 2 case studies presented in Section 4. Hence,
it will not only be part of the outlier detection and analysis technique within our system,
but will also be used to accompany the clustering techniques for a more detailed analysis
of the groups. For example, the therapists will often want to match a profile of a new
patient with the profiles of existing patients to obtain additional information regarding the
correct diagnosis, and/or any exceptional characteristics calling for a different treatment.
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A therapist may also desire to compare the data of the same patient that was taken at
different times. We will therefore describe the process of comparisons of the records
and/or the groups of records in more detail. In the explanation that follows the term
record can refer to both a record from a relational database, or an XML document
instance.
Let us denote the set of groups formed through the clustering technique as G = {g1, g2,
…, gk} (k = |G|). Each group gi has a weight associated with it, which reflects the number
of records that belong to that group. Hence each group is represented by a set of attribute
values denoted as giA = {gia1, gia2, …, giam} where m is equal to the number of attributes
in the database. The Euclidean Distance (ED) is commonly used in the clustering
techniques, and we will also use it to indicate the differences among groups, denoted as
ED(gi,gj). Hence, for any two or more given groups the user can be provided with the
information regarding the number of attributes that they differ in and the the exact
attribute value(s) in which they differ. For example, let us say that a group g3, is closest to
the group g4, and it differs in the value of a single attribute a2,.then ED(g3,g4) = 1 and
ED(g3, gi) > 1 ( ∀ i = (1, …, k) and i ≠ 3 and i ≠ 4)). If the user is looking for a group that
is closest to group g3, then the method will return the group g4, and indicate that there is a
difference between g3a2 and g4a2. The search will be user controlled to specify the
amount of allowed difference as well as the specific attributes in which the groups are
allowed/disallowed to differ in. This information can be of great use to the therapists as
will be discussed in case studies 1 and 2 in Section 4.
Association rule mining techniques will be used in combination with the BRAINNE
method to even further detect the characteristics within the formed groups. Using this
method enables us to detect the characteristics of the monitored patients that are
frequently associated together, and this information serves as another basis for
categorization of the cases. For example, spending significant amount of time on Internet
and lack of physical excises are two characteristics often associated with each other.
Another aspect of association mining that will be necessary in our work is that of
finding of associations that occur across transactions. As the information is collected for a
predefined fragment of time, a time attribute will be associated with each
record/transaction. We expect that interesting association exist between the attribute
values over time and can indicate important aspects such as the mood/behaviour change
over time. The work in (Feng et al. 2001) has provided a framework to detect the
associations that occur across transactions which is important for domains where
dimensional attributes can be associated with each transaction or record. Hence in our
domain the dimensional attributes will correspond to time and possibly location, while
others may be identified during the analysis process.
The aim will be to discover the associations that can be used to predict the state of the
patient over time. Hence, historical data will be analysed where it will be possible to
identify patterns and chain effects in the behaviour or environmental factors that lead to a
particular state or undesired mental state. To take all these factors into account it is
necessary to mine for associations that occur across transactions, as is the case in the
inter-transactional association rule mining method presented in (Feng et al. 2001). This
involves one in defining augmented transactions, concatenating transactions
corresponding to different times, as well as contiguous time intervals using a moving
window cover in time intervals. The extracted inter-transactional association rules can
then be used to predict the potential alarming state of the patient when the part of the rule
(association) occurs in real time. This information allows one to react on time to prevent
a negative event from occurring, and resorting to particular resolution strategies before
the event actually occurs.
It is common that XML is used for exchanging data between heterogeneous data
sources. It was mentioned earlier, that within our system the XML format will be used to
represent the combined information from the different sources and to semantically
annotate and contextualize the available information. The data objects in an XML
document are hierarchically organized, and we therefore require the use of data mining
technologies capable of discovering useful associations among tree-structured data
objects. An XML-enabled framework for mining of association rules in XML repositories
was first presented in (Feng et al. 2003) where the rules extracted are more powerful than
traditional ones in expressing association relationships, at both the structural and
semantic levels. To extract such rules the prerequisite and the most difficult task is to find
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all the frequent subtrees from an XML database. This is known as the frequent subtree
mining problem and can be defined as: Given a tree database Tdb an minimum support
threshold (σ) find all subtrees that occur at least σ times in Tdb. Since many of the
different types of information will be stored in the XML database, it will be necessary to
mine all different subtree types using different support definitions. This will allow for a
detailed analysis of the available information. For this purpose we plan to use the
available algorithms developed within the Tree Model Guided (TMG) candidate subtree
enumeration framework (Tan et al. 2006, 2008; Hadzic et al. 2010). A preliminary study
of the application of the frequent subtree mining algorithms to mental health data has
been provided in (Hadzic et al. 2008, 2009).

4. Case Studies
4.1. Case study 1: assigning a treatment to a particular patient
Clustering techniques can be used to cluster patients in different groups according to
common characteristics. Furthermore, prediction techniques can be used to first discover
a knowledge model according to which the patients are classified, and then use this
model to predict the class of a new patient. If the classes are formed according common
symptoms, then a new patient with similar symptoms can be classified under this group.
The therapist can view treatments and effects of these treatments on patients with similar
symptoms, and factor in this knowledge when choosing treatment for a new patient.
Once the therapist has chosen a treatment approach for a new patient, s/he can also
examine the group of patients who underwent the same treatment and evaluate their
progress. In some situations, the information obtained from other patients with similar
symptoms and patients undergoing similar treatments can have extreme value.
Optionally, the therapist can match the profile of a new patient against existing
patients’ profiles in the databases. In some cases, the therapist can obtain some additional
information that will help her/him correctly diagnose a patient. This is specially the case
in patients who are not willing to disclose some information that may be crucial in
understanding the case of this particular patient. This information may include some
sensitive information necessary for correct diagnosis. Matching behavioral patterns of
these patients against the existing records in the database may reveal this crucial
information. The therapist needs then to sensibly approach the patient and examine the
case. In other cases, the therapist can view all the patients with similar profile and choose
the best possible treatment for this particular patients’ profile. This will be enabled by the
clustering and the group comparison process described earlier in Section 3.3.2. The
difference here is that the clusters will first be formed form the existing data. The
characteristics (i.e. attribute values) of the profile of a new patient will be considered as a
new group gnew, to be compared with existing groups. Hence, given the set of groups G =
{g1, g2, …, gk} (k = |G|), if ED(gi, gnew) = 0 ∃ i = (1, …, k), then the therapist may
consider applying the same treatment that was applied in the cases of the group gi.
Otherwise, if ED(gi,gnew) > 0 ∀ i = (1, …, k), the therapist will search for the most
similar group(s) and will investigate the characteristics (i.e. attribute values) in which the
profile of the new patient differs to the existing cases in the database. The therapist will
then also consider the importance of the differing attributes in order to determine whether
it is safe to apply the same treatment.
As mentioned previously, the new knowledge derived with the help of data mining
techniques can be helpful in gaining insight but is not sufficient evidence for the
therapists to base their decision upon it. The clear understanding of, and the insight into
the patient’s case, as well as wisdom and discernment abilities of the therapist are other
key ingredients in the development of effective therapies.

4.2. Case Study 2: monitoring patient’s response to a specific drug
The data obtained through daily diaries, SQR20 questionaries and sensor data can be
combined to evaluate effects of a specific drug on patients. Frequently, same drugs have
different effects on different people. For this reason, it may be more useful to compare
data of the same patient at different times than to compare data from different patients.
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Firstly, data before and after administering of drugs will be compared (pre- vs. postadministration data from Figure 2). Secondly, we will compare data at the early and at the
later stage of treatment (early vs. later administration data from Figure 2). The second
comparison is done for the reason that some drugs may have beneficial effect at the start,
but be damaging over a prolonged period of time. This scenario corresponds to the case
where a predefined fragment of time is associated with each transaction. As mentioned
earlier in Section 3.3.2, the method presented in (Feng et al. 2001) deals with the problem
of inter-transactional association rule mining, and it is one of the techniques used in this
case. Hence, the dimensional attribute will be the pre-defined fragment of time which
corresponds to a stage of treatment. The extracted inter-transactional association rules
could then indicate positive/negative effects of medication as that patient progresses
through the different stages of treatment.
It is also required to examine the effects of drugs on a patients’ behaviours. A patient
may report positive effects but these effects must be evident and recognizable in the
patient’s activities as well. Drugs should make patients feel good, but most importantly,
drugs should affect patients’ lives in a positive manner. For example, opium may make
someone feel good temporarily, but there is a danger that this person will exchange
natural feeling of life satisfaction for the drug-induced feelings of satisfactions, and
consequently abandon all daily responsibilities. Monitoring of patients’ behaviours is a
crucial aspect in evaluating effects of drugs, especially in eudaimonic-based therapies. To
aid in this process, we will also use the clustering and the group comparison process
described in Section 3.3.2. The groups will be formed from the records of a single patient
that were taken at different times of the treatment. In contrast to the aim in case study 1,
the therapist will perform the group analysis with a stronger focus on the attributes where
the change is expected or desired/undesired. The therapist can then investigate the
difference among the groups in terms of the differing attribute values to monitor the
behavioral change in a patient.

Fig 2. Examining effect of a drug on a patient

4.3. Case study 3: identifying healthy and unhealthy behaviour patterns
There is a relationship between mental health and behavioural patterns. For example,
depression has been linked to internet addiction (Young & Rogers 1998), and physical
exercise to good mental health (Taylor et al. 1985). Linking of the data describing daily
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activities of patients (daily diaries) with data describing mental health of patients (SQR20
data) and bodily functions in patients (sensor data), will enable identifying behavioural
patterns that have positive or negative effects on wellbeing of patients.

4.4. Case study 4: gaining insight in the causes of depression
With the help of data mining techniques, it is possible to form groups of patients
experiencing a special type of depression (such as postnatal depression) and then examine
patterns specific to this group. It has been hypothesized that depression is caused by
multiple factors of biological, psychological and social nature. Lets say that all biological
factors are b1, b2, b3 ….bn, all psychological factors are p1, p2, p3 ….pn, and all social
factors are s1, s2, s3 ….sn. By applying data mining techniques, it will be possible to
collect patients’ data describing each of these three dimensions, and systematically and
collectively analyse this data to reveal common patterns specific to this particular
depression type. For example, we will be able to say that pattern of causal factors (b7, b13,
b14, p3, p4, p10, p22, s5, s6, s12) is specific to a particular depression type such as postnatal
depression.

5. Significance of the System
The developed system will help all parties involved: patients, therapists and scientists.
Patients will be able to receive the best possible treatments. Having a monitoring
system placed in an everyday environment of a patient, combined with data mining
techniques will enable therapists to closely examine and interact with the patient, and
provide specialized feedbacks to the patient. The collective knowledge derived with the
help of data mining techniques can also be used to provide decision support for
treatments of new patients. Monitoring mental health of therapists and their performance
will help increase overall efficiency of the treatment process.
The proposed system will enable monitoring patients’ condition when they get
released from hospitals. Patients will be able to submit SRQ20 and daily diaries from
home, and if needed, sensor measurements will be requested. This will be done in
addition to regular patient follow-ups. Such process will introduce a greater control into
the monitoring and treatment process and, in most cases, allow the doctors to provide
useful feedback to patients and timely intervention in critical situations. Moreover,
general practitioners can identify milder cases of depression, and suggest putting the
monitoring system in the place. The proposed monitoring system will enable collection of
data in the early stages of mental illness, and provide a basis for development of early
intervention strategies.
Researchers will use the data to reveal patterns of interest, but in such a way that
privacy of individuals remains inviolate. The results will be used to provide insight in
possible causes of depression, assess the progress and effectiveness of a patients’
treatment and predict possible problems.

6. Conclusion
The main obstacles in effective treatment of depression are (1) multivariate causes of
depression, (2) variable effect of medications, (3) variable effect of psychotherapies, (4)
incompetent therapists and (5) lack of a patient monitoring system outside hospitals.
The information technologies have the power to positively transform the way patients
are being treated, and help us advance with knowledge more rapidly. We are designing a
system that will help address the identified issues through the implementation of cuttingedge information technologies to enable systematic data collection and analysis. The data
describing patients’ activities, bodily functions and feelings as well as the data describing
mental health of therapists will be collected and collectively mined to reveal interesting
patterns.
The revealed knowledge will be profitable to all parties involved: patients, therapists
and scientists. Patients will be able to receive highly personalized treatments, the
therapists will be assisted in making evidence-based decisions, and the scientist will be
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able to pursue new knowledge revealing true causes of depression whilst developing
more effective treatment approaches.
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